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Joanne McKay, second vice
president-elect, is a junior in
health information services from
Seattle. McKay, in charge of
student activities, said she is
presently looking into speakers
merit pay and tenure accoun-
tability.
"I DON'T know about the
feasibility of any kind of merit
pay," Brown said. "Somehow we
have to do something to en-
courage hiring or retaining of
quality faculty,anddiscouraging
the retainment of non-quality
faculty."
Brown saidhe isalso concern-
ed with offering more activities
that wouldappeal to on-campus,
off-campus and older students.
He suggested more non-social
activities such as the classical
film program nowbeing offered
and the Malcolm Miller lecture
set for March 5.
Joe Straus, elected first vice
president, is a sophomore in
political science andpre-law and
a native of Seattle. As first vice
president, Straus is in charge of
the senate.
STRAUS AGREES thereare
not enough off-campus students
involved at S.U. because either
they don't want to become in-
volved,theyaremoreinvolved in
the academics, or the ASSU
organizers ignore certain groups
of people.
He also advocates ASSU
assertion intheacademic sphere,
especiallyirt theareaofspeakers.
"I would like to see two or
three quality speakers come to
campus per quarter," Straus
said. "They would cost between
SEATTLESpectator
UNIVERSITY
The highest number of voters
since the 1972 winter quarter
elections turned out to cast their
ballot in last week's election. A
total of687 people votedThurs-
day and Friday, 22 less than the
1972 total.
The officers-elect will take of-
fice April I.
President-elect Tim Brown,
sophomore inhonors from Seat-
tle,contends that theposition of
president is the least specific of
the four ASSU offices.
"WHATIhave rightnow area
lot of really general ideas,"
Brownsaid. "Iwanttomake sure
the ASSU office is always open
to the students. I'm anxious to
talk toall kinds ofpeople andget
their views."
Brown said he intends to ex-
tend office hours by staggering
the hours of the various officers.
That way, he said, at least one
officer will be in the office most
of the time.
His primary concern. Brown
said,is improving the University
as a rounded community rather
than just a social community,
specifically improving the quali-
ty of the faculty by investigating
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Trustees discuss tuition and credit hours
"<*$&*> ,o Thursday, February 26, 1976, Seattle, Washington
by JosephineMallo
The possibility of increasing
student tuition and dorm rates
next year were discussed yester-
day at the board of trustees
meeting.
According to Bob Casey,
ASSU first vice president and
non-voting delegate to the
meeting, the tuition setupatS.U.
was discussed.
"The trustees approved the
fiscal year 1977 budget and dis-
cussed the overall tuitionsetup,"
Casey said. "It will be radically
changed, somewhat like the
setupat Pacific Lutheranand the
Tuesday the ASSU executive
board met with members of the
administration to consider a
proposal that outlined a change
in the payment for credit hours,
Casey said. Members of the ad-
CASEY declined to comment
further on what was discussedat
the meetingsaying thathe would
be unable to give the topic fair
coverage. He added that a press
conference will be held next
Monday tooutline details of the
meeting.
changeover that they had. The
credits that students pay for will
be different."
ministration that met with the
board were Dr. William Guppy,
academic vice president; Dr.
Virginia Parks,vice president for
business and finance, and
William Sullivan,S.J., provost.
The board offered some input
to the proposal and approved it,
Casey said.
THE PROPOSAL had
several advantages for S.U.
students, Casey said. "For part-
time students,it's abetter deal,"
he said. "The market is changing
a great deal. People are taking
fewer credits and this is the
market that the Universityhas to
Poll electioneering reported
timidation.
"Once we gave them our
pamphlet we left itup to them,"
he said.
Tim Brown, ASSU president-
elect, said he knew there was
high-pressure campaigning on
both sides, but said he saw
nothing illegal.
appeal to. It is also more fair for
students who would like to take
only ten credits.
George Behan, director of
public relations; Mick Larkin,
S.J., vice president for students;
John Lawlor, S.J., acting S.U.
president, and Sullivan declined
to comment on the results of
yesterday'smeeting.
The Spectator interviewed
several on-campus board
members and a non-voting stu-
dent delegate to theboardearlier
during the week before the
trustee board meeting to gauge
opinions on the possibility of an
overall increase.
"I CANNOT predict,"
Lawlor, acting board member,
said, "but the board of trustees
respects the judgment of the ad-
ministration and would tend to
approve their decision as to
whether a tuition increase is
necessary."
Several considerations would
have to be explored,he said.
"There are several different
approaches: through the pro-
jected number of students ex-
pected,projected costs before a
solid figure can be made,"
Lawlor said. "Again, it is with
great regret. It depends on the
present and the projected. Let's
say thatdependingontheprojec-
tions made, the board of trustees
would probably have to vote for
a tuition increase."
COMMENTING on the 12
per cent tuition increase at Gon-
zaga University and its possible
effect at S.U., Lawlor said other
factors would be considered and
not specifically the Gonzaga in-
crease.
"I would think that the tuition
increase at Gonzaga, as well as
other universities,the increase in
.price index, the higher cost of
living— all affect this," he said.
"It is not only Gonzaga but all
other schools like U.W. are in-
creasing tuition. It is not
specifically because Gonzaga did
it. It is withgreat reluctance that
wewould do this but it seemslike
we have no choice."
Lawlor added that the sup-
posedly higher cost of operation
for Bellarmine Hall over the
(Continued on page 3)
by Joe Guppy
A fair amount of high-pres-
sure campaigning took place in
the area around the polls at last
week's ASSU general elections,
according to three Forest Ridge
students who worked the voting
machines.
Mary Jo Tarte, Mary Wood
and Anita Williams said in
separateinterviews Mondaythat
they saw and heard varying
degreesof electioneeringaround
the polls Friday, the last day of
voting. The campaigning was
reportedly as close as 13 feet in
the Chieftain.
THE CAMPAIGNING may
have been in violation of ASSU
election rules, which state elec-
tioneering at the polls is illegal.
No protests were filed with the
ASSU by Tuesday, the cut-off
day for election challenges,
however.
"The people who didn't vote
were really getting pressured,"
said Tarte, who worked in the
Chieftain and in the A. A.
Lemieux Library. "Kids would
say, 'Comeon,youknow who to
vote for.' And the guys would
say, 'Yeah,yeah' and they'drun
in and vote."
Tarte said the campaigning
was near the tables to the left of
the polls and as close as the
Chieftain pinball machine, 13
feet in front of the voting table.
808 CASEY, ASSU first
vice president and member of
theelection board,said that since
noprotests werefiled theelection
board plans no action. He said
the election rules are "vague"
with regard to electioneering at
the polls
-photo by rod long
Whether or not Homecom-
ing '76 madeaprofit will not
be known until sometimenext
week. "We are still receiving
money from the tickets and
arenow waitingfor the results
of the alumni ticket sales," he
said.
Homecoming 76 was a
great success, according to
student feedback that ASSU
has received.
Feb. 20 in the Campion
dining room witnessed the
themeof "fasination" become
a reality. The hors d'oeuvres,
refreshments and decorations
were all excellent,according
to ASSU spokesman. The
band. Gabriel, which played
last year at an S.U. benefit
dance, was excellent also, he
added.
The board is looking into
revising the election regulations,
he added.
Tarte said it usually seemed
the voter agreed with the cam-
paigners, but there could have
been some intimidation.
SHE SAID she heard cam-
paigning for two or three can-
didates but could not identify
them.
Wood said she saw and heard
campaigning when sheworkedin
the library Friday morning.
"There were a couple of guys— Idon'tknow who they were —
but they were kidding around
and asking people, 'Hey, have
you voted yet?'
"
she said."Then
they'd bring the people over to
the machines and say, 'Vote for
this guy.' But theydidn't seem to
be serious."
Williams said she saw elec-
tioneeringtwo times while work-
ing Bellarmine.
JIM WALKER, ASSUpresi-
dent and chairman of the elec-
tionsboard,said that ithadbeen
a high-pressure campaign, but
that he saw nothing illegal.
"ITHOUGHTit was a pretty
healthy campaign overall," he
said, but added that he didn't
approve of the way some
members of the Veterans Club
were campaigning.
The club's tactics were legal,
he said, but they "might nothave
been too ethical or too well-
thought out."
Terry Games, publicity direc-
tor for the Veterans Club,con-
ceded that some people might
have been bothered by the dub's
campaigning.
Games said there was no in-
Brown ASSUpresidentby21votes
$1,000 and $1,500 each,but there
are ways we could budget
ourselves to allow for this."
ASKED HOW he would
change the budget to sponsor
more speakers, Straus said he
would cut other budgets.
Straus said his priority is to
guide the senate in an
academically oriented direction,
applying pressure where needed
in the University.
Homecoming good says ASSU
election
results
PRESIDENT
Tim Brown— 335
Joe Rockwell— 3l4
IST VICE
PRESIDENT
Joe Straus— 361
Mike Majerus— 244
2ND VICE
PRESIDENT
Joanne McKay— 372
John Kreilkamp— 255
TREASURER
Mike Brown— 315
Kevin Hennessy— 302
SEATS
Andrew Dick— 36o
Earl Lucero— 2l2
SEAT 6
Dave Hammer— 2lB
Mauna Arnzen— 283
SEAT 7
Cindy Ostoloza— 377
Rick Franklin— 2o6
SEAT 8
Mike Yandl— 332
Kevin Livingston— 257
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by Joe Guppy
The tall white-haired man walked up to
the pay toilet marked "out-of-order." He
glanced around, inserteda1932S Indianhead
nickel, jerked open the door and walked in.
He satdownandrolled outasheetoftoilet
paper. A photograph was printed on it. The
dispenser began to whirl.
"GOOD morning, Mr. Phelps. The man
you are now looking at is Jack Henderson,
directorof SeattleUniversity's Connolly P.E.
Center. Henderson has recently conspired
with this man.
Phelps ripped off another sheet.
". .. Edward Ovßrien,O vBrien, to transform the
center intoa neo-fascist, top-security athletic
compound. Your mission,should youdecide
to accept it, is to break their security system,
beat Henderson two out of three in racquet-
ball, obtain a towel or a band-aid for
evidence, and crush this threat to the free
world."
PHELPS fidgeted with the photographs.
"As always, if youor any of your teamis
caught or killed, the secretary will disavow
any knowledgeof thismission. This tape will
wipe itself out in five seconds. Good luck,
Jim."
Phelpsstoodup,moppedhis foreheadand
tossed the hamburger-flavored photos into
the piranha-infested toilet bowl.
PHELPS checked his watch. 12:01. Cin-
namonshould berunningher fingers through
Henderson's hair. Phelps wheeled his Yolks
into the parking lot.
At 12:02, in another fantastic disguise,
Rollin would start handing out. itching
powder towels in the women's locksr room.
Tenseconds later,Barney wouldelectronical-
ly pop open the alarm doors causing 2000
diversionary neighborhood youths to crash
the basketball courts. Willie hadbeen pum-
ping iron in the weight room since theplace
opened that morning.
PHELPS jogged slowly toward the en-
trance.
The heavy glass and metal doors loomed
ahead. He pushed one open with an out-
stretched hand,hoping theskin-colored latex
would foil the fingerprint sensors. Heentered
the lobby. All electric eyes were on him.
Six towering,lanky menin tight levisand
white high-top Converse All-Stars im-
mediately surrounded him.One spoke,laying
a hand on Phelps' shoulder:
"Say, man, could ya be sponsorin' us
'safternoon?"
"UH,NOman," Phelps replied,parroting
the translator's voice, coming inthrough the
tiny receiver implanted in his ear lobe. "Uh,
together,Ijust came to, uh, groove on the
trophies."
"Oh." They turned around and again
gazed out the front door. Phelps quickly
slipped to the admittance cage.
"Release the dogs. THE DOGS!!" The
attendant was screaming intoa microphone.
The 2000 neighborhood youths had worked,
Phelpsthought. He flipped thephonystudent
body card at the attendant.
HE CASUALLY pushed his way
through the heavymetal orange turnstile.His
mind was racing; the 50,000 voltscould come
at any moment.
But the turnstile didn't lock. He headed
for the stairs.
"Stop that man!"
The attendant was out of the booth,
screaming at Phelps. It must have been the
glare from the imitation plutonium cathoide
card finish. Phelps ran.
UPSTAIRS, he found a door marked
"faculty" and grimly pushed it open. Behind
him,he could hear screams and the snapping
of burnt towels as the Center attendants
searched.
He found a locker andstarted twirling the
lock. Fragments of odd conversation floated
to his ears.
". . . fine arts is getting away with mur-
der . . ."
"I'm tellingyou,the vest isrealocelot skin.
And talk about over-runs, his oak paneling
alone cost over .. ."
". . . THE outsiders are everywhere," a
voice said. Phelps gritted his teeth andstared
at the gray metal door in front of him.
"They're in the sauna, in the showers,
everywhere. The damn students are all over
thisuniversity .. ."
Phelps sighed.
Wait. Of course, the sauna! They'dnever
findhiminthoseclouds ofsteam-.He wrapped
a towel around his gabardine slacks and
hurried toward the heavy wooden door.
The sauna was empty. He could hear the
attendants searching the showers. He sat
down.
ANOTHER shot of steam burst up from
the rocks. The heat felt good. Phelps took a
deep breath.
"Ahhhhhh," he thought. His eyelids
drooped.
Then:"...mmmmmm...funnysmell
like gas... GAS!!" He jerked to his feet.
The door was locked. Hesmashed intoit.
He clawed at the wood, gasping, coughing.
Weakening, he slid in aheap to the floor.
HE HEARDa low coughandlooked up.
A smiling face was framed in the windo.
"Henderson ..."Phelps gasped.
"Elsewhere, in Washington, the secretary
again disavowedallknowledgeof theConnol-
ly break-in. UPI correspondent Ken
Donohue has the story.. ."
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Letters to the editor
makes the third consecutive
ASSU election where the elec-
tion board hasfouled upinarace
where Iwas a candidate.
Jim,Boband Kirnareallgood
friends of mine,andIknow none
of them would ever intentionally
misreport results. Needless to
say, I'm convinced the mistake
was an honest one, and that the
updated results are correct.
I decided not to take any
action regarding the erroneous
reporting of the totals, since I
don't want tomess up the rest of
the election for the successful
candidates and alsosince Idon't
wanteither myself orBob Casey
to have to go in front of the
judicial board for the third
quarter in a row.
Ireally have to thank Bob for
his encouragement and advice.
Without his help I probably
wouldn't even have been in the
election. The last thing he
wanted todo was hurt meagain
in this election, and Ican't im-
agine anything more painful
than for him to tellme that 1 was
no longer in the final.Especially
after he knew I had been out
campaigning for it all evening.
Chris Bohan
To theeditor
lofty
I'd ratherdriveaneggrouteon
the Baja peninsula (or Boren
Aye., for that matter) than have
to sit through another movie at
Pigott Auditorium. And that's
too bad, me beinga movie buff
andall.
The movie makers would
move their bowels if they knew
what dirt wearedoingthisclassic
films here on campus. Why?
Because politicians on campus,
like real politicians, have lofty
ideas that somehow convert to
empty promises. More diver-
sified and better entertainment.
More knowledgeable speakers
on campus. More of the
enjoyed
To the editor:
Before the results of last
Tuesday's primary election are
forgotten, as theyquickly will be
by most students here on cam-
pus, Iwant to thank all of the
people who supported me in the
race for ASSU treasurer.
I enjoyed the campaign im-
mensely, and Iwas pleasantly
surprised at the warm and open
responses Igot from so many
people when I went door-to-
door. Their interest inwhat Ihad
to say showed me more concern
about what the ASSU does than
most of us areaware of.
A less pleasant surprise was
the discovery that the original
results of myprimary race were
in error. This mistake surely
rates as the worst made in an
election in several years and I
know Jim Walker, Bob Casey,
and Kirn Ostoloza all feel very
bad about it, especially as this
joe guppy
Connolly security Infiltrated
time of the publication of Ayn
Rand's Atlas Shrugged (1957),
readers began to see more and
more attention devoted to the
question ofindividual rightsand
the psychological consequences
of one coming to the realization
that he should be responsible for
his ownactions.
In the field of Mr. Talmage's
expertise, philosophy, several
authors have been in the fore. It
is quiteevident,though,that Mr.
Talmage has failed to do his
homework. Some study of
philosophy shouldhaverevealed
to him Libertarians have
been discussing the problem of
"Autonomization" for well over
twenty years.
Many Libertarians havedone
just that. In 1972 the Libertarian
Party was formed. The Liber-
tarian Pary also has candidates
on the ballots of 35 states in this
year's presidential race. If any
voter isseriouslyinterested inthe
preservation of freedom in this
country, he or she has no other
choice than the Libertarian can-
didate, Roger Mcßride, for
president.
Sincerely yours,
Gordon E. Castanza
Class of 1975
behalf
To the editor:
On behalf of Fr. Phillip
Wallace, M.M., and myself, I
would like to thank all the
members of the Seattle Universi-
ty community who helped in
planningPhil Wallace Week, the
organziations that took part in
the activities and all those facul-
ty, students, parents of students
andalumns who madedonations
to the Fr. Phil Wallace Fund.
Presently, Reach Out/ASSU
has raised $700.55, which is be-
ing sent to Fr. Phil in Tanzania.
WE are stillhopefulof reaching
the $1,000 needed for the
purchase of the trail bike.
I would also like to say a
special word of thanks to both
Joanne McKay, ASSU second
vice president,and Dan Covello,
former ASSU second vice presi-
dent for all the help they have
given.
Sincerely,
Allen Lee
Reach Out Program
deadline
Deadline to withdraw from
Winter classes with 'W is
Fri., Feb. 27.
promises of the social activity
czars.
In my opinion, Dan Covello
put together the best entertain-
ment package ever presented on
campus: the 1975-76 classical
film program. Ten of the finest
movies evermade wereoffered to
students at a season ticket price
of fifty cents per flick. But,
because ofan inadequateprojec-
tion system, the program's wide
support I'mafraid is waning.
Offand onineleven yearshere
at S.U., I've seen lots of movies.
I've also seen every mechanical
breakdown imaginable. Projec-
tor breakdowns, speaker
breakdowns, electricity
breakdowns. It's not worth it to
me anymore.
As I'm graduating this
quarter, there'll be no more
seven-twenties for me. But for
the seven-twenties after me,
somebody make a liar out of me.
Somebodyfulfull a promise.
I suggest spending whatever
funds arenecessary for two syn-
chronized projectors. I would
like to subscribe to the program
as an alumnus.
Sincerely,
John Katica
P.S. Lloyd Cooney, who knows
a lot about everything from
sugar to politics might speak
here cheap, thereby liberating
speaker funds for projectors.
aware
To the editor:
The subject of "Autonomiza-
tion,"as explored by your guest
columnist Ronald R.Talmageof
S.U.s philosophy department,
was particularly interesting.
After reading the article,
however, one gets the sense of
having read about it all some
place else.
While it should never be dis-
couraged, the free inquiry into
matters which affect the in-
dividual's relationship to society
should be accompanied by some
indication that the author is
aware of the thinking that has
come before him.Otherwise, the
author runs the risk of being
conspicuously unread in the
area, by implication, he has
deemed important enough to
write about.
In this particular case, Mr.
Talmage seems to be overlook-
ing a body of literature which
would have savedhim the timeto
coin a new concept.
"Autonomization" pre-dates
Jefferson and the Founding
Fathers,it was notuntil the mid-
twentieth century that the very
issues Mr.Talmage finds impor-
tant were beginning to getsome
serious press.
Starting roughly about the
FOR TENCENTS
YOUGOULD SAVE
AFRIEND'SLIFE.
For freeinformation, write to:
DRUNK DRIVER.Box 2345
Rockville.Maryland20852
New faces, notnew officers, Lawlor explains
by John Sutherland
Though there are many new
faces in this year's campus ad-
ministration,there are not many
newly-created positions, John
Lawlor, S.J., acting S.U. presi-
dent said in an interview recent-
ly-
We've had changes in
positions and titles, but not a
large number of new offices
created, he added.
NEW POSITIONS for this
year are provost,assistant to the
provost, director of continuing
education andbusiness manager.
The positions of executive vice
president and assistant to the
president are new titles for jobs
similar tolast year,Lawlor said.
Lawlor wouldnot divulge the
administration salaries. That is
not a matter ofpublic record,he
explained.
The following administrators
left the University during the
change in president from Louis
Gaffney, S.J., to Ryan.
Gaffney, Timothy Cronin,
S.J., vice president for students;
Michael Moore, vice president
for business and finance;Patrick
Pheasant,vice president for Un-
iversity relations; Lt. Col.
Michael Dolan, director of
financial aid; Robert Flor,assis-
tant director ofminority student
affairs; and Marietta Milbert,
director of public relations.
THE LARGE number of per-
sonnel changes came about
because Ryanwanted toform his
own team. He wanteda team he
could closely and effectively
work with, Lawlor pointed out.
According to Lawlor, Ryan
explained the creation of new
offices by saying it was done "in
view of promoting the proper
image of S.U. to Seattle and to
demonstrate wedonot haveafor
sale sign on the University."
Lawlor also said he could not
disclose the cost of renovations
in the LiberalArts building,Bar-
man building or Connolly P.E.
Center.
HE EMPHASIZED that the
cost of renovations was included
inthe 1975-76 fiscal year budget.
It must be covered in this year's
budget,he said.
"A tuition increase is totally
unrelated to the renovations,"
Lawlor asserted. The increase is
related to projected higher ex-
penditures caused by inflation.
Crawford discussed was
"strokes," or compliments. He
pointed out that friends are
usually people who are unafraid
of giving strokes to certain peo-
ple. He suggestedseveralrules to
developbetter relationships with
others.
Give strokes to everyone,not
only certain people to reinforce
positive behavior and recognize
it,he said.Don't be afraid toask
for strokes from others. It rein-
forces behavior andhelpspeople
recognize good behavior. Give
yourself strokes, Crawford add-
ed.It givesaboostofself worth.
Reject strokes that are un-
needed andask for those that are
needed,he said. "Somegirls are
cursed to being too pretty and
peoplealways sayso.They want
to be complimented for their
intelligence,sensitivity, intuition...or whatever."
Let the strokes soak in, he
said. Don't reject compliments,
he concluded. It has positive
results.
You're o.k. says Crawford
make sense, but it becomes a
habit. Persons without parent
ego states are psychopaths who
do things that are destructive to
society and must be kept from
impinging on other's rights, he
said.
THEADULTegostateactsas
a computer,enablingpersons to
come to logical conclusions,act
logically and keep emotional
control.
A person may lose control of
hisadult egostatedueto inputof
too little information,too'much
information,emotional depriva-
tionandphysicaldeprivation."It
is normal andnatural to lose our
cool, lose our adult," Crawford
said. "In t.a. (transactional
analysis) that's what we call tem-
porary psychosis. To always be
cool is not natural."
The child ego state is the in-
novative, creative part of the
person. Repressionorloss of the
childegostatecauses depression.
ANOTHER topic which
by Josephine Mallo
"No one irrespective of their
skills have the authority to get
into your head, other than
yourself,"Jack Crawford,a tran-
sactional analyst, said yesterday
at the A. A. Lemieux Library.
Crawford spoke on the topic
"I'm 0.k., you're 0.k.," before
some 25 persons. He stressed
that transactional analysis
should be used by the individual
to helphimself.
Three ego states— the parent,
the adult and the child— explain
the waypersons act,he said.
THE PARENT ego state is a
residualbehaviormechanism left
overfromour parents,he said. It
exists ineach personasa typeof
conscience.
"Everyone has heard the rule:
"Don't cross the street before
lookingboth ways,"hesaid. "Yet
when we cross a one-way street,
logically we know that traffic
only flows one way. yet,do we
look one way crossing?"
Sometimes the rules don't
Flu down]
lower dorm rates mayaffect the
decision for an increase in stu-
dent room and board costs.
JAMES ROYCE,S.J., direc-
tor of alcohol studies and board
member,commented, "It would
be wonderful if we could reduce
the tuition but the banks don't
like that. We have to operate
outside of a loss without beine
too bad off."
Headded thatno one wantsto
raise tuition but an increase has
to be made, in many cases, to
make ends meet. This is true of
many universities, he said.
James Powers, S.J., dean of
Arts and Sciences and board
member, said the tuition in-
crease, if there is tobe one, will
be only what is needed.
"IT IS obvious that it's not
making money," he said. "Let's
say that Iwouldn't put it past
what is needful."
Leo Kaufman, S.J.,
philosophy department and
board member,noted tuitionin-
creases areusually "aquestionof
inflation." He added he was not
sure if there would be a tuition <
increase.
Bob Casey, ASSU first vice
president and non-voting stu-
dent delegate, said he was not
sureif there definitely would bea
tuition increase.
Tuitionupagain?...
"What will influence their
decision is the stateof the books
now," he said. "I just read an
article in the U.S. News and
World Report that pointed out
the trend in colleges and univer-
sities to raise tuition. I'm sure
that we will have to raise it. I've
heard rumors that maybeit will
be about five per cent."
HE SAID a tuition increase
dependedon the alternatives.
"If the alternative is closing
down theschool," he said,"they
will have to. If the alternative is
losing the faculty, they should.
The faculty haven'thadaraise in
a few years."
What will be decided at the
meeting, Casey said,he was not
sure. "Ithink aproposal from the
administration will be submitted
and then will be voted upon. I
think it will beafive to sevenper
cent increase."
Dr. Virginia Parks, vice presi-
dent for business and finance,
who willpreparethe budgetsaid,
"No, Ithink that the decision,if
there is a decision to bemade, in
the light of the generaleconomic
situation and theexpenditures to
run the University, it is not a
specific item on the budget."
The matter would be discussed
fully at the press conference
Monday, they said.
S.U.s flu "epidemic" seems to
be on a downward trend, accor-
ding to health center nurse
Audrey Ponten.
"Everyone's getting over it
now, I hope," Ponten said.
"Students seem to be coming in
just with colds right now," she
added. Ponten said the ma-
jority of people who avoided the
flu this year were probably those
"who got flu shots in October or
November."
For students who think they
may have the flu, the symptoms
are a sore throat andsore joints,
which is caused by a virus.
Because it is a viral infection,
treatments are not available,
other than rest, drinking fluids
and aspirin for the fever.
(Continued from Page 1)'
for next quarter,a weekend trip
to the ocean, the spring cruise
and a trip to Vancouver.
"WE AREdirecting ourselves
to larger activities next quarter
rather than than the smaller ones
that all the same peopleattend,"
McKay said.
Reacting to the proposal that
more moneybe charged at cam-
pus activities in order for the
ASSU to break even, McKay
said,"The objectiveof theASSU
is not to make money, it is to
offer activities. The budget Iget
" is toputonactivitiesandifIhave
that budget left at the end of the
year from breaking even there's
no purpose in having an ac-
tivities budget."
Treasurer-elect Mike Brown,
junior in accounting from Seat-
tle, advocates breaking even on
campus activities and budgeting
the saved money for the Chief-
tain renovation.
ASKED WHY the students
should sacrifice the activity fund
for the renovation. Brown said
he would like to see the money
come from the University,but if
it doesn't, it will have to come
from students.
Brown also advocates more
Newofficerselected...
club involvement in the ASSU
budgeting process by having the
club presidents at senate
meetings that deal with the
budget.
"We are setting up definite
criteria for budgeting this year,"
Brown said. "Budgets will be
based on a club's past perfor-
mance, the ability of the club to
implement plans and theamount
ofstudents theclub representsor
benefits."
Brown said if a club wants
money it will have to show what
it will do with the money. If it
doesn't use the budget on a
quarterly basis, he said, unused
money will be recalled and plac-
edin thesenatecontingencyfund
for future use.
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i Hair World j
Worth two dollars with a hairstyle
MEN AND WOMEN
Broadway andMadison
for appointment
$2 *"2»1 $2*
WOODSY OWL FOR
NATURAL BEAUTY!
We just can't depend on the other guy to keepour
outdoors beautiful. It's up to each and every one of
us to preventsight pollutionand to make Americaa
betterplace to live. For ways you can help, send for
Woodsy Owl's anti-pollutionposter. It'syours free
» when you write Woodsy Owl,Forest Service,U.S.D.A.,
Washington, D.C. 20250.
And remember,giveahoot,don't pollute.
Don'tbeadirty bird,nomatter whereyougo.
'
lU*J
Administration
1975-76 1974-75
President Edmund Ryan, S.J. Louis Gaffney, S.J.#
"Executive v.p. John Lawlor, S.J. - --
*Asst. to pres. A.A. Lemieux,S.J.
♥Provost William Sullivan
♥Asst.to provost Dr. George Pierce
V.P. for Dr. James Lyddy Patrick Pheasant#
university relations
V.P. for business -Dr. Virginia Parks Michael Moore#
and finance
V.P. forstudents Mick Larkin, S.J. Timothy Cronin, S.J.#
Academic v.p. Dr. William Guppy Dr. William Guppy
Controller J. David Rossick J. David Rossick
*Busines Manager Bill Stephens
♥Directorof Donald Crawford
continuing cd.
Director of summer Dr. Joseph Monda Dr. Joseph Monda
school
Librarian Kenneth Enslow, S.J. Kenneth Enslow,S.J.
"new positions
"Can the American Dream
Survive?" will explore the
prospects for survival of the
American dream.
Democratic participation in
governance, independence and
autonomy,respect forindividual
rights, equal treatment before
the lawandeconomic opportuni-
ty will be covered.
Both courses will be taught by
David McCloskey.
There also will be a com-
parison and contrast of today's
socio-economic and political
situation with the historical con-
tests from which these values
originally emerged. Sociology
292 will be a two-credit, four-
week course. May 3 to May31.
Two medals struck from the
original silver given to France as
sales tax for the Louisiana
purchase were given to S.U.
recently.
Dr. J. Beauroi, cultural at-
tache of the embassy of France,
presented amedal struck by the
Comite' Francasi dv
Bicentenaire de l'lndependance
des Etats-Unis,in commemora-
tion of the U.S. Bicentennial, to
James Powers, S.J., dean of the
College of Artsand Sciences and
to the department of foreign
languages.
CLARENCE Abello, foreign
languagesdepartmentchairman,
explained that there was debate
4
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Mail big job' for Wippel
If you ever go to see Post-
mistress Dorothy Wippel, her
first words to youprobably will
be, "Well, honey,Itell you,you
couldn't have picked a worse
time to come; we're so busy;
would you just look at all this
work."
Wippel, slight in stature, with
greyinghair pulledup on top of
her head in a net and glasses
swinging free around her neck,
has been laboring in the
mailroom for ten years.And she
says, "It's a big job; you don't
realize it;no one does."
BORN INEllensburg, Wash.,
Wippel attended grade school
there at Lourdes Academy, her
high school years were spent in
Tacoma at Aquinas High
School. After a year of college,
Wippel was forced to quit
school and work. The death of
her mother at age 47 left Wippel
responsible for the younger
members of the family.
Wippel first wasemployedasa
dentalhygenist.Nextshe worked
at the Taylor-Richardson Clinic
asa receptionist.Latershe:work-
ed 17 years in her brother's
grocerystoreinEllensburg. John
Fitterer, S.J., then S.U.s presi-
dent,employedherat S.U.where
she has remained faithfully ever
since.
Onthis particular day Wippel
had started working at 6:50, or
directly after mass, to try to
"straighten this place out." Ac-
cording to Wippel, the floor was
full of mail, and none of the
forwarding had been done.
"There are times when Ihate
holidays." Wippel said.
ACTUALLY,Wippel saidshe
loves it at S.U. As Engelbert
Axer, S.J., philosophy
professor, pointed out, S.U.
by Julie Galdos
couldn't exist without her.
Wippel is the only full-time
employe in the mailroom. The
rest of the workers are students
who are, in general, bad help,
according to Wippel. The
students are usually late and,of
course, theyhave class, test,and
homework conflicts.
In the ten years Wippel
has worked at S.U. she has had
only threeandahalfdays off,she
said. She never takes a coffee
break, and appears for work
even when ill.
"Icame in a taxi thismorning
because of my cold," she said.
"I'm just about nuts." Usually
Wippel rides the bus to work. It
takes her 30 minutes to get to
S.U., and one hour to return to
her basement-house apartment.
"I just keep going on," she said.
THE mailroom handles allin-
teroffice mail, plus some of the
mail usuallydelivered directly to
the dorms. All morning the
faculty wander in and out.
Students continually appear at
the window requesting stamps.
Even though the amount of
work in the mailroom would
keep two full-time employes
busy, Wippel handles it all,
and will continue to do so until
that one last personasks for that
one last stamp or letter that will
send Wippel to that big
mailroom in the sky.
Postmistress Dorothy Wippel
is,as said by Rob Forbes, part-
time employe in the mailroom,
"A hell of a human being."
Frenchsilvermedals
given to University Sociology
offered
at the time of the Louisiana
purchaseoverthe term to be used
for the tax.
Some people argued that it
should be called "purchase tax,"
since the U.S. was making the
purchase, Abello said. The ma-
jority in Congress wanted it
called "sales tax," which is how
the present term came into use.
Beauroi's visit marked the
seventh time that a French
cultural attache has visitedS.U.s
foreign languages department.
The silver medal presented to
the foreign languages depart-
ment will be ondisplay at the A.
A. Lemieux Library as soon as
adequate safety precautions are
arranged.
Two special topic minicourses
will be offered by the sociology
departmentspring quarter.
The courses are sociology291,
"The Cultural Revolution of the
1960s and 19705" and sociology
292, "Can the American Dream
Survive?"
"The Cultural Revolution of
the 1960s and 19705" will deal
with the rise and decline of the
youth counterculture as part of
an international cultural revolu-
tion. Special focus will be onthe
role of the"baby-boom"genera-
tion in post-industrial society;
the counterculture's anti-
bourgeois roots in the romantic
cultural tradition.
ALSO covered will be the
"freedom-now" minorities
liberation movements, con-
sciousness changing drugs, rock
music, alternative communities
and the sexual revolution. The
class will be a three-credit, five-
week course, March 29 to April
30.
Dorothy Wippel —photo by sieve celle
jobs available
The following jobs are available through the Career
Planning and Placement Office, Bellarmine 115.
PATROLMAN, ($798-976 monthly) between agesof 25-
35, good health, etc.,closes March 3.
CLERK, ($643-761 monthly) addingmachine, typing45
wpm,closes at noon tomorrow.
PROGRAM ASSISTANT, ($619-792 monthly) clerical
duties in support of program activity, closes March 1.
SECRETARY, ($8,400-10,740 yearly) typing and
shorthand,closes tomorrow.
SOCIAL WORKER, ($894-1,142 monthly) knowledgeof
and experience withcultureof the Indiancommunity required,
B.A. in counseling, education or social work, nine month
position, closing date not given.
COMPENSATION MANAGER, ($1,579-1,847 month-
ly) B.A. with course work in personnel, business or public
administration as minimum, closes March 5.
EDITOR, ($832-1,066 monthly) research publications,
B.A. in English, journalism, humanities or related fields, one
year editing experience.
DATAPROCESSING SYSTEMSANALYST,($1,334-
1,562 monthly) B.A. in business or engineering plus ex-
perience, closes March 8.
ASSOCIATE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYST,
($1,390-1,502) B.A. or M.A. in environmental
engineering, biology, or chemistry, one year's experience,
closes tomorrow.
ACCOUNTING ANALYST, ($821-1,047 monthly) B.A.
in business administration,economics or accounting, written
test required, closes March 10.
♥ * *
Del Monte Sales Company willinterview on campusnext
Tuesday, March 2, for the position of sales representative,a
current opening. Students with B.A.'s inbusiness administra-
tion with a marketing emphasis are encouraged to signupfor
interviews if interested in making sales their career.
Mare Island Naval Shipyard will recruit on campus
Wednesday. Representatives will be looking for engineering
majors interested in design/nuclear engineering, publicworks,
production and combat systems.
Apply for interviews at the Office of Career Planningand
Placement, Bellarmine 115.
I ARE B.A. S GOING I■ OUT OF BUSINESS? ■
Yes.
In today's tight jobmarket B.A.sare being
aced out because they just don't have the
practical skills businessmanagement islook-
ing for.
What's a poor B.A. to do?
Sign up for our evening program, THE
TOOLS OF COMPETENT MANAGEMENT.
It's a crash course in business designed for
people seekingmanagement expertise.
The program will teach you many of the
basic skills of an MBA degree.Accounting.
Finance. Marketing.Sales.Theskills that job
interviewers look for on resumes and
applications.
THE TOOLS OF COMPETENTMANAGE-
MENT will be conducted on the Seattle
University campus duringspringquarter. It's
reasonably priced,parking is free,andcoffee
is provided.
For moreinformation dropby Room 120in
the Liberal Arts Building and pick up a
brochure. Or callJerry Sullivanateither632-
1583 or 634-0486 if you want us to mail you
one.
It's time to get down to business.
I THE MANAGEMENT I■ SKILLSGROUPOF SEATTLEI
Managing Partner: Jeremiah J. Sullivan,
8.5., M.A.,M.8.A., Ph.D.
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Thefilm supportedhis theory,
showingnew crevices which had
developed in areas previously
snow-covered.
but this summer the thermal
activity increased markedly,
Malone pointed out.
Dr. Stephen Malone, in the
U.W.geophysicsprogram,made
the claim about the mountain90
miles north of Seattle after
several scientific studiesover the
past two years.
FRANK SAID infrared
photos taken from air and
ground show increased steam
activity on the mountain.
Careful study of photos of Mt.
Baker show heat activity inside
THE EAST Reach also con-
tains a large hole with a lake in
the bottom ofit.Temperature of
the water is above the boiling
point, Malone said.
themountain has tripled thearea
ofsnow-free ground.
Frank and Malone showed a
film and slides of the mountain
which clearly showed new pits
and crevices which had
developedwithin thelast yearon
Mt. Baker. Three main areas of
activity are all located near the
top of the mountain, Malone
said.
The East Reach has shown
steam activity for many years,
by John Sutherland
A volcanic eruption on Mt.
Baker could result in the move-
ment of 30 million cubic meters
of melted rock down the moun-
tain and into Baker Lake, 10-12
miles from the mountain.
The possibility was voiced by
the two U.W. geologicalexperts
who spoke toa lunchtime crowd
inBarmanauditorium yesterday.
David Frank, with the U.W.
geologicalsciences program,and
Senate meeting
The senate allocated $283 to
the women's swimclub last Sun-
day evening to finance a trip to
the National Collegiate
Women's Sports Association
regional swim meet.
In recommending the funding,
finance committee chairman
Mike Hacked pointed out that
the teammembers have paid for
previous meets with their own
money since they receive no
funds from the athletic depart-
ment.
Thechoir requested $900 from
the senate to help pay for the
trip to Hawaii during spring
break. According to Jan Flom,
choir representative, $18,817.25
has already been raised with an
additional $450 expected from
Volcanic eruption danger present at Mt. Baker
The North Pit is an area
located at the baseof theglacier.
This area also changed
dramatically over the summer.A
cavedeveloped and thearea free
of snow has increased,he con-
tinued.
Malone explained steam es-
capes through fumaroles, or
smallholesin theground. Sulfur
and sulphate compounds also
are in thesteam.Snow inareasof
the mountain has changed to a
dirty color. As the fumaroles let
out their pressure, small bits of
dirt anddustare thrown ontothe
snow, Malone explained.
FRANK SAID two questions
areraised about Mt.Baker.One,
whatrisk does the presentactivi-
ty represent and how much of a
risk should one take.
No risk was taken last year
because ofall areasof Mt.Baker
were closed to campers and
hikers. There is a risk up there,
Frank commented. He said the
question of how much risk
should be taken in opening the
area to others was difficult to
answer and he wasn't sure how
large the risk was.
Strangely enough there has
not been much earthquake ac-
tivity near Mt. Baker, which
would not indicate an imminent
eruption, Malone said. If an
earthquake occurs near the
mountain, we'll be concerned
that something is about to
happen,he explained.
The activity hasn't quit.
Measurements show increased
activity in some areas and
decreased activity in others.
Money for swim team; choir waiting
the dance at Campion this
Thursday.
THE FINANCE committee
will meet this week to consider
the request. Lou Kelly, choir
director, and an administration
representative are asked to at-
tend since the choir has also
asked the University for funds.
Jan Flom told the senate that
"it's the student's money" that
would be spent. "You're elected
to represent the students and
sixty to one hundred people is a
lotofstudents,"shesaid.Sixtyof
the one hundred choir members
are scheduled to make the trip.
SENATORRichMorseasked
what the choir does for the
students. They don't put on any
free concerts, he said.
Bob Casey,first vicepresident,
pointed out that thechoir refuses
to become a chartered club or
organizationin order tobe fund-
ed by the ASSU. The requested
was not voted on.
In committee reports, Joe
Straus, chairman of the struc-
tures and organizations, noted
that a campaign spending limit
has been suggested as an addi-
tion to the election code but that
he felt $25 was too small.
Randy Alfaro of student and
minority affairs reported that
"our committee isdoingnothing
and I'm really pissed off." Alfaro
asked tobe put in another com-
mittee if his committee would
not do anything.
Casey also said that he would
like to congratulate himself and
the ASSU on the success of the
recent elections. Senator Maria
Sullivan added that The Spec-
tator should be thanked for its
support.
The next meeting will be at 7
p.m. Sunday in the Chieftain
conference room.
Overseas jobs—summer, permanent.
$500 to $2500 monthly. Australia,
Europe,Asia,Africa,South America.
All fields. Invaluableexperience.Free
details. International Employment
Research, Box 3893, Seattle, Wash.
98124.
Social worker for child care center.
Must qualify for federal work study.
15hrs. week.Will Interviewandenroll
families; responsible for all intake
forms and procedures. Act as
resource and referral person to
families. Background In counseling
psychology or related field. Some
typing skills. Call 626-5394, ask for
Karen.
Sincere and conscientious young
men and women seeking to better
mankind. Living expensesprovided.
Opportunity to travel. Extensive
leadership training. Call 9-5, 525-
4854.
Killdozer "About, about, inreel and
rout, The death-fires danced at
night." When nightmares become
reality it's time tostarttakingNo-Doz.
See you April 1.
*SEE EUROPE
At Lowest Charter Fares
747's
-
DC 10's
-
DC Bs
'Vancouver, B.C. - Seattle Departure
(Slightly Higher)
ASK US FOR YOUR:
" Train Passes— Adult & Youth" Youth Fares To Europe" Student I.D. Cards" International Drivers License" Car Rentals & Leases" Hostel Cards" Low Fares To The Orient
call 1322-35101 l
S IUDHY SOUSE
Travel Service «i IS D
201 Harvard Aye.E. tsfi3B§ jJHf
few
HANG IN THERE. JOSH IS ALMOST HERE !!!
Two bedrm. duplex.Deluxe upstairs
unit. One block from S.U. campus.
Locked,coveredparking Innewgar-
age. Fenced backyard for pets.
AvailableMarch 5. $175. 323-9077.
2 bdrm. 2 blocks fromS.U. $110per
mo. 323-3516.
74 128SL FIAT. Excel, cond. Offers
accepted.365-6681.
Handknit, brandnew,red, whiteand
blue child's cap with pom-pom on
top. Lost Feb. 23 in Chieftain. Gall
Longo. 789-2942.
Child care center needs secretary
whoqualifies for deferalwork study.
15 hrs. week.Gen. office work plus
editing of news letter. 50 wpm.Call
626-5394. Ask for Marie or Karen.
Kipy vJ\_ j f§i|
■"'■'" v* S/"^Zsi 3 i it i i i i'S2^^<^^-. ■ ■ LpN7's7!iZ^^l -I K^^vl?iic,s<L^
; " . \:z1sJ\/jsM (^ \ 'Si^r "
r II t 'it \ {/ iff/
ARainier NationalBank checkingaccount gives
youanaccurate recordof allyour expenses.
IUIMI'IKIiWK
Member F.D.I.C.
FIRST HILL OFFICE:1201 Madison St. N.,Pauline Carpenter,Manager
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March 1-7— "Benito Cereno"
by Seattle Repertory
Theatre. 2nd Stage. Bth
andPike.
March 2. 4. 6— "The Tender
Land." S.U. performance.
8 p.m. Teatro Inigo.
March s— "Lucnica." 8:30
p.m. Opera House.
March 10— Pantomimist
Claude Kipnis. 8:30 p.m.
Seattle Opera House.
March 12. 13— The Rick Fite
Dance Company.8:30 p.m.
Renton's Carco Theatre.
performances
March 1-s— Surrealist art by Camille Patha. Gordon Wood-
side Gallery.
March 1-7— One-reel vaudeville show, "Conan the Bar-
barian." Pacific Science Center.
March 1-14— Abstract expressionist art by Willem DeKoon-
ing. Seattle Art Museum. Volunteer Park.
March 1-15— Ingalls' ink drawings. A.A. Lemieux Library.
Second floor.
March 1-20— Sumi paintings by George Tsutakawa. Seattle
Art Museum. Volunteer Park.
March 1-21— Illusion in nature and art. Pacific Science
Center.
campus activities
sports
March 18— Golf team in Washington State University
tournament at Tri-Cities.
March 20— Baseball team in Central Washington In-
vitational. At Ephrata.
March 25.26.27— G01f team inPacificCoast Invitational.
At Santa Barbara.
March 27. 28— Men's tennis team vs. University of
Montana. At Central Park tennis club.
March 3— Movie: "Citizen Kane" 7p.m. Pigott Auditorium.
March S— MUN all-school activity.
March 10. 11. 12— FINALS.
March 12-28— SPRING BREAK.
March 29— Classes begin.
exhibits
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DON FORAN, S.J., Chuck Schmitz, S.J., Auxiliary Bishop
Thomas J. Gumbleton, Susan Harming and Loren Arnett
discuss hunger.
problem tomorrow," added
Harming.
PRESENTLY, the initiation
of programs that bring farmers'
markets into the area and the
establishment of food buying
clubs are letting the poor take
advantageof lowerprices,accor-
ding to Harming.
Arnett urged the public topay
serious attention to the
agricultural policy. Arnett said
that there was aneed toprovide
incentives toproduce abundant-
ly and to develop policies that
help farmers avoid theeconomic
crunches of surplus and lower
prices.
The fourth member of the
forum, Foran,expressedfrustra-
tion because of the lack of in-
terest in the food problem.
"Lack of food forourbrothers
and sisters is obscene," Foran
said.
According to Foran, the food
crisis demands enter into the
political process, not only
because of the wasteof food,but
because of the waste of human
potential and imagination in
solving the problem.
floor plan back from the
architect, financing for the
renovation will have to be
figured out. Larkin emphasized
that these plans are only
preliminary, since the students
themselves will be the ones to
approve or reject them.
FINANCING for the renova-
tion might possibly come from a
special student fee if the student
body votes to do so. If not,
Larkin said it will have tocome
fromanother alternative,outside
money or a grant perhaps.
"I think the need is there," he
said. "There is a lot of wasted
space in the building that
something could be done with.
Before the need becomes areali-
ty, students will have to have a
say in the matter. The senate
should start with student needs
and wants."
Larkin plans on setting up
open meetings between the
architect and the senate to dis-
cuss the renovation of the 20-
year-old building.
Miller to speak here
on Chartres March 5
Plans for a complete renova-
tionof theChieftain buildingare
being considered by a
professional architect.
According to Mick Larkin,
S.J., vice president for students,
this is beingdone in response to
the provost's report on last
quarter's student survey, which
indicated a definite student
desire to renovate the student
union building. Most students
reacted to the survey with
suggestions for more study
lounges forbothcommutingand
on-campus people, Larkin said.
THE ARCHITECT is cur-
rently studying the senate's
recently drawn-up proposal of
how they want the available
space in the building utilized.
"He has toured the Chieftain
himself and is expected to come
up with possible floor plans that
establish what can actually be
moved or not," said Larkin.
After getting a satisfactory
by Virginia Grosso
the status of the food crisis.
"The United States wanted to
be in the forefront ofsolving the
food problem. Yet since the 1974
world food conference inRome,
American interest has diminish-
ed on the food problem," began
Gumbleton.
Gumbleton highlighted the
need to refocus the vague un-
derstanding of all the statistics
associated with the hungercrisis.
"FOR MOST of us, it is hard
to get a feel for 500 million
starving people. If we think in
terms of one person, if we saw
one starving child,our response
would be very quick to help
eliminate the suffering,"
Gumbleton said.
Gumbleton stated several
reasons for world hunger. One
reason is that the demand for
food exceeds the supply and a,minority of nations control a
majority of food, according to
Gumbleton.
"It's an accepted fact that
Americans eat more than they
need. We each consume 2200
pounds of food grain a year,
compared to the 400pounds that
China consumes per person.
Seven and a half million more
people could eat a nourishing
diet if AmericansatelikeChina,"
Gumbleton stated.
Possible solutions to the
problem, as stated by
Gumbleton, are to modify U.S.
trade policies, develop an
assistance programand make a
fund available to help
agricultural development.
SUSAN Harming, a represen-
tative from Hunger Action, took
the forum to the perspective of
national and state-wide hunger.
'
"There are 40 million'
Americans livingin povertyand
malnutrition," Harming said.
According toHarming,alot of
people right here in Washington
State are not having their needs
met. "Intermediate relief on the
state level is not going to solve
the problem but we must feed,
people today so we cansolve the
Malcolm Miller, world
famous speaker onthe mysteries
of the ChartresCathedral,willbe
at S.U. 7:30 p.m. March 5 in
Pigott Auditorium to present a
slide lecture.
Tickets are $2advance withno
reserved seating. No tickets are
available at the door. They can
be purchased at Marion 103 or
from Robert Harmon, history
professor.
ACCORDING toa pamphlet
from the S.U.history forum, the
Chartres Cathedral, one of the
greatest examples of French
gothic architecture, represents a
combination of theology andart
in the 13thcentury.The London
Observer Magazine describes
Malcolm's lectures as "im-
passioned eloquence(that)com-
municates his knowledge and
love of the cathedral to visitors
from all overthe English-speak-
ing world."
Last spring. Miller spoke on
the north portals of the Chartres
to a capacity audience in Pigott
Auditorium. According to Har-
mon, Miller was one of the most
successful off-campus speakers
last year.
WANT TO SPEND
A YEAR IN AUSTRIA?
S.U. students live in an inter-
national dorm built just last Spring,
1975, which is located a short walk
from the center of Graz. Some
enthusiastic participants in the
program have written home such
comments as these: "If you have to
sell your soul to get here, do it! I
wouldn't trade this experience for
anything. Graz is such a beautiful
old citywithsomuchhistorybehind
it, and thesurroundingcountryside
is incredible:.. " "Fantastic! That's
the only way to describe what is
going on over here in Austria. Just
being here is a worthwhile ex-
perience. The peope go outof their
way to be friendly, the food is
delicious, andfinding a good time is
as easy as getting rained on in
Seattle."
If youwouldlike toparticipate ina
unique foreign experience while
earning 45 credits in German next
year, or if you would like more
information on the program in
Austria, contact James Stark
(Marian 302, 626-6359) or C.L.
Abello (Marian310,626-5806) inthe
Department of Foreign Languages.
Interested students should apply
soon so that financial aid,
passports, plane fare and registra-
tion can be arranged before
Summer vacation.
Almost everyone has been
watching the Winter Olympics in
Austria on T.V. lately.But were you
aware that S.U. students are also
performing in Austria this Winter?
They are earning credits in Ger-
man language and gaining new
cultural insights whileenjoying the
beautiful, unspoiled Austrian
scenery.
In one academic year with S.U.s
German-in-Austria Institute, a stu-
dent can earn 45 credits in German,
with only three 400-level courses
remaining for a major upon return
to Seattle. Although the Institute is
intended for beginners, students
with prior knowledge of German
may also apply. All courses are
taughtbya member of theSeattleU.
Foreign Language faculty in
residence,andall creditsareofficial
S.U. credits.
The German-in-Austria Institute
is located in Graz, thecapitalof the
state of Styria and the second
largest city in Austria. Graz is also
on the main line of the old Orient
Express from Paris to Istanbul.The
Styrian government has puta busat
our students' disposal, which has
taken them, free of charge, to visit
many of the natural and cultural
points of interest in Austria.
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Food panel: Millions starveas crisis worsens
itself to the Christian approach
of the food crisis. Along with
Gumbleton, Loren Arnett,
chairperson of Washington
Association of Churches, Susan
Harming, representative from
the Hunger Action Center, and
Don Foran, S.J., coordinator of
S.U. food day, were members of
the forumpresented last Tuesday
in the library auditorium.
GUMBLETON opened the
discussion with a statement on
Architect studying
Chieftain drawings
by Suzanne Bradley
"Five hundred million people
arestarving. Thefood storagein
the world has not improved to
any significant extent. If
anything, it is worse," stated
Thomas J.Gumbleton,auxiliary
bishop of Detroit and vice presi-
dent of BREAD FOR THE
WORLD.
The campus ministry, in con-
junction with the campus
ministry from U.W., presenteda
four-member forum addressing
TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION" PROGRAM
FREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURE
"The AgeofEnlightenment"
Wed., March 3 S^!S=~~1^=SS:=^
8:00 p.m. /r^^p . su-
founded byMaharishi Mahesh Yogi j
One does not see the film
"Barry Lyndon," one ex-
periences it. And what an ex-
perience!
For more than three hours,
director Stanley Kubrick bom-
bards the viewer with someof the
most incredibly beautiful images
ever projected onto a movie
screen. From the rolling hills of
rural Ireland tothesplendiferous
preciosity of the European
salons, "Barry Lyndon" is an
absolutely stunningevocationof
18th-century Europe.
THE FIRSTdevice is the ma-
jesticreverse-zoom whichoccurs
adozen timesin thecourseof the
film. A typicalexample isashort
scene in which Barry Lyndon
chops wood.
The opening shot is a relative
close-up of Lyndon chopping
wood. His body fills the screen.
Then slowly the camera pulls
back, away from Lyndon but
keepinghim in the frame at all
times. By the time the reverse
zoom stops, Lyndonhas shrunk
tonear insignificance in relation
to the majesty of his natural
surroundings.
The second andequally effec-
tive distancing device is the
presence of a disembodied
narrator. An invention of
Kubrick's, not Thackeray's, the
narrator unavoidably influences
the viewer's perceptionof Barry
Lyndon and the world in which
he thrives. His benevolent con-
descension toward Lyndon sets
the tone for the entire movie.
TAKEN FROM the first
novel by William Makepeace
Thackeray, the life story of Red-
mond Barry Lyndon provides
Kubrick with an appropriate
vehicle todisplay his panoramic
visionof theEuropeansociety of
200 years ago.
It isa taleofayoungIrishman,
without property or principles,
who successfully wheels and
deals his way into a position of
some considerable social
significance and subsequently
loses it.Lyndon's downright un-
believable adventures,including
numerous duels, incessant
gambling, and a stint in the
Seven Years War,takeshim (and
Kubrick) across the face of Eu-
rope.
Some critics have taken the
film's sparse dialog to be in-
dicative of a weak script.
Kubirck does attempt to com-
municate through images rather
than dialog whenever possible.
Student discounts for opera
8
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So Yer Bored...
films
The Romantic Englishwoman— Michael CameandGlen-
daJackson star inthehighlyacclaimedcomedyaboutaBritish
couple's conflict with a young gigilo. Tom Stoppard, who
wrote the recent hilarious Seattle Repproduction "Jumpers,"
supplied much of the dialogue. At Guild 45th.
Nashville— Boring, greatly over-rated montage por-
traying the nation's country music capital. Many of the stars
wrote their own songs,apparently toprove anybody can turn
outpopularcountry schlock. Theyproved it,butdo we haveto
listen to it? At Admiral, Broadway, Crest and Crossroads.
The Longest Yard
—
Science-fiction filmabout the theory
ofrelativity. Filmed entirely inBarman 306.At theElRancho
drive-in.
Monty Python and the Holy Grail— Uneven, but often
hilarious moviefrom the MontyPythongangaboutthe daysof
King Arthur. At Lynn Two.
Bugs Bunny Superstar— You'll see funnier Warner
Brothers cartoons at 7:45 a.m. on theJ. P.Patches show,but
most of these vintage efforts are occasionally hilarious. At
Aurora Cinema,Everett Mall,Overlake and Renton Village.
Citizen Kane— Orson Welles classic,based on the life of
William Randolph Hearst. Has been called the finest all-time
American film. One night only, 7p.m., Wednesday,March 3,
Pigott Auditorium.
HayCountry Swingers,NaughtyRoommates— AtValley
Two.
t.v.
Thurs: 8 p.m.—
"Lindbergh Kidnapping" (5)— Drama about
the famous 1932 murder kidnappingand subsequent trial.
8:30 p.m.— "MySweet Charlie"(ll)— Recommended. Patty
Duke stars.
10p.m.— Barnaby Jones (7)— See "Images ofAging,"8p.m.
Wed., Channel 9.
Fri: 8:30 p.m.— A New Birth of Freedom (s)— Program
explored technology and society.
9 p.m.— "Shark's Treasure" (7)— Find out if Photo-Grays
really helped director Cornel "Tap Tap" Wilde see.
1a.m.— Midnight Special (s)— B. B. Kingand Fleetwood
Mac perform.
Sat: 7:30 p.m.— Let's Make A Deal (S)— O.K. I'll give you
what's in Carol Merrill's box if youcancel the show.
9 p.m.— S.W.A.T. (4)— With theSWAT teamout ofaction
testifying at Senate gun-control hearings,the S.U.Colonial
Guard must obliterate campaign violaters holed up in
studentunionbuilding.Guardmemberssuffer severepowder
burns— from wigs,not guns.
9 p.m.-"The Thief of Bagdad" (9)— Classic 1924 silent
swashbuckler starring Douglas Fairbanks,Sr.
Sun: 8 p.m.— Sonny and Cher (9)— Sounds like a weather
forecast. Eighty per cent chance of cancellation.
10p.m.— Bronk (7)— Theother dinosaurs tell Bronk to find
another swamp.
10 p.m.— Bill Moyers (9)— News show. Always worth
seeing.
Mon: 11:30 a.m.— Take My Advice (s)— Take mine; don't
watch it.
8 p.m.
—
U.S.A.— A Journal of People and Politics— Bill
Moyers hosts program examining candidates and issues of
the 1976 elections.
Tue: 7:30 p.m.— Austin City Limits (9)— DougSahm of Sir
Douglas Quintet fame performs.
8:30 p.m.— The Rivals of Sherlock Holmes (9)— "The Case
of the Superfluous Finger," Hastily-put-together television
industry response to recent criticism of the censoring of
"Easy Rider."
9 p.m.— "A Man Could Get Killed" (11)— Recently com-
pleted and retitled documentary on Kevin Donohoe's
Homecoming dance activities.
10 p.m.— Soundstage (9)
— Waylon Jennings, Jessie Colter
and Jenny Rodriguez perform.
Wed: 1p.m.— "Kitten With a Whip (11)— Program examines
doctors.
10 p.m.— Blue Knight (7)
—
Policeman buys tee-shirt three
sizes too small.
miscellaneous
McCoy Tyner— The former keyboard wizard for John
Coltrane will perform at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m., March 4, in
Meany Hall, University of Washington.
The Bionic Woman— Lindsay Wagner, the Bionic
Woman, will appear Saturdayat the Custom Auto Hot Boat
and SpeedShow in the Seattle Center ExhibitionandDisplay
Hall. She will offer personal counselingtoproblemcomputer
ignition systems.
Lecture slide show on Chartres— Malcolm Miller will
lectureon the famous French Cathedralat 7:30p.m.,March5,
in Pigott Auditorium. Find out "stained glass" means more
than just scornful glances from your mother-in-law.
tomorrow, March 2, 4 and 6.
Tickets are available from the
fine arts department or at the
door. Curtain time is 8 p.m. at
TeatroInigo,campusplayhouse.
PROFESSIONAL singers
ASSU will pay two-thirds of
the $3 ticket price of S.U.
students for any night's perfor-
manceof"TheTenderLand,"an
Aaron Copland operetta.
Students will pay $1 for the,
performances, scheduled for
will sing the major roles and 35
S.U.students will perform lesser
roles, sing in the chorus and
handle technical work for the
operetta.
Richard Wilson, fine arts
faculty member, is directing the
performance.
arts & entertainment ) 'Lyndon' captures splendor
carpets and paintings which
formed the pleasant background
of his existence."
WITH SLIGHT alterations,
this also explains Kubrick's at-
titude toward his film's
characters. The characters
themselves are of little more im-
portance to Kubrick than the
exquisite shotsof thepicturesque
countrysides and the beautifully
lit salons which form the plea-
sant background of the film's
existence.
Like the marvelous landscapes
and the authentic props, themen
and womenof "Barry Lyndon"
are simply another element,
albeit a vital one, in Kubirck's
overall design.
ThisexplainsKubrick's choice
of actors who seem to be less
talented than they are
photogenic (mostnotably, Ryan
O'Neal and Marissa Berenson).
Kubrick has selected actors who
are capable enough not to
destroyhis carefullyconstructed
illusion of 18th-century reality,
but whoarenotsocharismaticas
to overshadow it either.
THUS, EACH of the
characters in "Barry Lyndon"is
areflection of the worldinwhich
he lives.Barry Lyndon,especial-
ly, isa product ofhis society.His
rise to social prominence is due
to his success in those areas
which 18th-century men of
manners regardedhighly:gambl-
ing, wooing, and dueling. His
subsequent decline foreshadows
the imminent decline of this
slightly decandent, non-
industrialized way of life. In
"Barry Lyndon," Stanley
Kubrick beautifully captures the
surface splendorof this long-lost
world for the sake of posterity.
Midway through the movie,
the narratormakes the comment
that Lady Lyndon soon became
of"little more importance tohim
(BarryLyndon) than the elegant
This view of man is made
palatable by a large dose of
humor of which thenarratoris in
good supply. His brilliantly un-
derstated witticisms are largely
responsible for the frequent
rounds of laughter heard in the
movie theater. It is important to
notethat one isnot laughingwith
Barry Lyndonbut rather at him,
thus maintaining Kubrick's
desired distance.
FROM THE narrator's
(Kubrick's?) point of view, the
storyof Barry Lyndon is a com-
edy in the philosophical senseof
the word. Man is just slightly
ridiculous. Consequently, the
film's characters areportrayedas
creaturesof pettinessand vanity.
Throughout the movie,
Kubrick deliberately distances
the viewer from his characters,
primarily through two devices.
It is true our sympathies do
not lie withanyofthecharacters.
Barry Lyndon's initial charm
wears off early and his basic
shallowness is eventually
revealed. The viewer never gets
close enoughto anyof the other
characters to beable to respond
to them properly. That this is
intentional is, for the most part,
obvious.
THE CRITICS' negative
remarks, however, seem mis-
directed. What these critics are
reacting to is not aflawed script
but rather their lack ofcharacter
identification. The problem
stems from their misunderstan-
ding of Kubrick's intentions.
Benefit dance to aid
choir trip to Hawaii
MEMBERS of Cloud include
Abenefit dance toaid the S.U.
choir's trip toHawaiiover spring
break is scheduled for 7:30 to
11:30 p.m. today in Campion
Tower.
Cloud, a Seattle group, and
Dr. Louis Christiansen's Jazz
Trio will provide the music. The
musicians are donating their
time for the dance.
Warren Payne, leader and S.U.
choir member, Barry Breen,
Scott Templeman and Reg
Velozo. The Trio consists of
Christiansen, a fine-arts faculty
member, Richard Crucioli and
Chester Dickerson,anS.U.choir
member.
Admission to the dance is
$1.50 per person. For more in-
formation call the fine arts
department,626-6336.
by Tom Tangney
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Good eats
club
information
Alpha Kappa Psi, S.U.
business fraternity, announced
its activities schedule for the
remainder of the winter auarter.
The winter quarter pledge
class will transport elderly
residents ofa senior-citizencom-
plex,Feb. 28, for a dayof shop-
ping.
Initiation for prospective
fraternity members will be at 7
p.m., March 2, in the upper
Chieftain. Gene Williams, Perm
Mutual Insurance Co., is
featured guest speaker.
THEEPSILONNuchapterof
the University of Puget Sound
will be hosted at a luncheon 1
p.m., March3,at the Bellarmine
Chez Moi.
Dr. Dixie Lee Ray, Assistant
Secretary of State, will speak at
the alumni dinner,7 p.m.March
1 1 at the Swedish Club.
Other club activities include a
day of skiing and innertubing
March 13 and a tourof the new
KingCounty Dome in April.
Spectrum
TODAY
Spectator: 1 p.m. meeting.
third floor McCusker. New
members welcome.
TUESDAY
A Phi O's: 6:30 meeting in
Alumni House basement.
phone orders at 682-4303,and packsgreat little box lunches at
$2.25 a shot. Of course,you'd miss the service of theexcellent
waiters. If they were any better, they'd be pesty.
The Snug is located at 1414 2nd Aye., across from
Penney's,andopenMon.-Fri.8 a.m. to6p.m.,Sat. 1 1a.m. to5
p.m. and closed Sunday.
by Ken Goldman
The Snug may be the only restaurant you'll ever need.
Although the never-ending variety of soups and
sandwiches are enoughto coax youinoff the street,after you
step through the door, you're transported to another era.
Perhaps it's the rain splattering against the leaded-glass
windows at your corner table or the dozens of fragrances
competing for yourattention. Steaming full-bodied aromasfill,
the air.
THE PEOPLE-WATCHING activity will convince you
it's special. Writers and painters rub elbows with secretaries
and bankers. Unless you love crowds, avoid the noon rush.
Clusters of people are waitingat the front door, but by 1 :30
p.m. there's a good selection of tables.
Snugs is essentially a soup-and-sandwich emporium. It
offers nine different sandwiches, ranging from roast beef,
tender and rare, topastrami, corned beefand tunastacked too
tall tobite into.The triple-decker reubenis the best I'vefound.
For the ecology-minded, there's organic cheese 'n' greens,
which includes cheddar cheese, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce and
tomato. It looksgood,but sprouts aren'tmy bag. Any of their
sandwiches are available on whole wheat,light or dark ryeor
french bread.
OF COURSE, you won't be satisfied withonly a sandwich,
so be prepared for the most-creative soups you've tasted. For
an incredible storehouse of over 50 different soups, Snugs
offers three to four delicious soups daily.Idoubt if you know
anyone who makes soups this great.
It specializes in cream soups, such as vegetable,broccoli,
gazpacho and cheddar cheese. The meat soups include navy
bean,lentil and vegetable-beef.Thesplit-pea is thickenough to
hold your spoon upright. That's thick.
Take a quick sniff of the fresh-baked bread. It'sall baked
each morning on the mezzanine over your head and stacked
near the front door, waitingfor youto tuck oneunder your arm
for the trip home.
In addition to the picturesque salads, Snugs has eight
kinds of tea,hot-spicedcider,juicesandthe world'sbestcoffee.
There's draft and bottled beer, both foreign and domestic.
There's burgundy,rose andchablis blanc,either by theglassor
decanter.
DESSERTS, all hand-made by Sharon, include
blueberry, apple, blackberry and mouth-puckering rhubarb
pie, along with really neat carrot cake (my favorite)and cheese
cake. Brownies and cookies the size of pancakes are in old-
fashioned jars at the counter.They'reyours at 20centsapiece.
Snugs delivers anywhere in downtown Seattle;it accepts
Snugs: Soup-and-sandwichemporium
MOW House N.E.sotimtu.woy 523-3935"—"
NORTHWEST PREMIERE— STARTS TODAY
RVHPRVttI
Ik B^WH^feflHlHAHHl
THEDEVILIS A WOMANportraysanexistential battle
between two styles of religion; between the well-
intentionedbutpower-hungrySisterGeraldine(Glenda
Jackson), and the skeptical writer Rodolfo (Claudio
Cassinelli).Both try toinfluenceagroupof guilt-ridden
religious addicts who have retreated from the world.
While Sister Geraldine is concerned withbringing their
souls toan absolutedependenceuponGod,Rodolfo is
interested in liberating them from their addiction toher
authority. Whereas she believes in spiritual freedom
through obedience to God's law, he stresses the
importanceofcelebrating life through the senses.Sister
Geraldine is an ascetic;he's asensualist.For her,lifeisa
debt tobe paid; for him,a gift to beenjoyed.
The result is a multi-dimensional film that explores
evil, religious pride, sexuality, power,and freedom. In
the end you realize that religion and atheism
—
even
goodand evil
—
are notso easily identified as you had
thought. THE DEVIL IS A WOMAN
—
apowerfuland
thought-provoking experience.
Nightly at 7:00, 9:00. 11:00 " Sunday matinees at 2:00 and4:00
HANG IN THERE
JOSH IS COMING
JPSr;?»o"6''p« LJ#%I Seallle Center"C*ffiS.',r iIA Opera House
WtTf^ ROCK TALENT PRODUCTION INC.V*^J|WWjf/ THE AMERICAN \MH
WffiXi TRIBAL LOVE-ROCK 118
111 DIRECT FROM NEW YORK CITY III
II1 BOOK & LYRICS: GEROME RAGNI ill
Wm\ MUSIC: GALT MAC DERMONT |fffl
l%\t FULL ORCHESTRA & CHORUS sJm
I©^^*^ LIGHTING EFFECTS s**JwA
The S.U. Chieftains close out
its season this weekend against
St. Mary's College Friday and
University of Nevada, Reno,
Saturday night.
The game with St. Mary's
should be another tough contest
as the Chiefs barely edged the
Gaels,78-72, earlier this season.
St. Mary's has oneof the top
scorers in the league, Ralph
Walker. Walker has scored 105
points in the last four gamesand
provides impossible defensive
■problems.
FOLLOWING the St. Mary's
clash, the Chiefs moveinto Reno
for agame with Nevada.Nevada
Coach Jim Padgett's son, Pete
Padgett, is the league's top
rebounder as is only one bound
short of breaking Bill Russell's
773 record.
The Chiefs have three
graduating seniors. They are:
Tim Joyce, Jerry "Horse" Lee
and RobSilver. The squad's two
graduating managers are Joe
Kellyand Craig Savio.
Crew
The S.U. men's crew team has
started workouts in preparation
for the upcoming season this
spring.
The crew will compete with
such teamsas U.W., PLU,SPC,
Western Washingtonand WSU.
The squad will also make a trip
toOregon in April to take onthe
University of Oregon and
Oregon State.
Anyone interested in joining
or needing more information
aboutcrew, contact Peggy,cox-
swain, at 324-9317.
Intramurals
"A" League (last week's results)
Matais, 52; Proletariat,23 IKai Ka, 24; Rowdies 10
Brewers, 41;Straw Dogs,35 Straw Dogs, 66; Proletariat,
IKai Ka, 14; Rowdies, 8 38
"B" League (last week's results)
Meatheads, 67; 3rd Floor Unwed Fathers,46; Panthers,
Xavier, 38 14
Virginia Mason over Alpha Vallery's A.S., 64; Jim Ratzr(forfeit) 51
Saga, 33; Trippers, 30 No Names, 46; Heim-
Alliis, 57; Knights, 18 skringla, 41
Rangers, 63; Nanu,22 Meatheads, 75; Jim Ratz, 45
Final Standings"A" League
Mens Womens
Brewers, 6-2 Rowdies, 2-2
Matais, 5-3 IKai Ka, 2-2
Strawdogs,4-4 Foxes, 2-2
Proletariat,0-8
Final Standings "B" League
National American
Meatheads,7-0 Virginia Mason, 7-0
Aliis,5-2 Rangers, 5-2
Panthers,4-3 Trippers,5-2
Vallery's A.S., 4-3 Saga,4-3
Jim Ratz, 3-4 Alpha, 2-5
St. Thomas, 3-4 No Names, 2-5
3rd Floor X., 2-5 Heimskringla, 2-5
Knights, 0-7 Nanu, 1-6
Playoff results:
"A"League "B" League
Matais, 43; Jazz, 31 Virginia Mason, 56; Saga,33
Brewers, 65; Straw Dogs, 41 Trippers,47; Rangers, 30
Meatheads,4B; Vallery'sA.S.,
35
Aliis,65; Panthers, 39
A vs. BLeaguesMar.4
Finals Feb. 26, 1976
notice
Last possible time to turn in
the men's and women's in-
tramural softball rosters is 4:30
p.m. April 2. Due to the lack of
field space, the intramural
department can only accept 14
men's and 6 women's teams.
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Victory Dons on Chieftains
Chiefs close on road
JEROME MAULTSBY (10) fires at hoop. Clint Richardson
(44) awaits rebound.
TheS.U. Chieftains,although
nursing a 10-15 record, put on
the blitzonthe 17th-ranked USF
Dons, posting an 81-70 upset
victory over the Dons at the
Seattle Center Arena lastFriday.
The game was played before
3,000 fans.
USFsrecord is now 21-4after
the defeat to the Chiefs. S.U.s
record stands at 5-5 in WCAC
playafter the victory overSanta
Clara. S.U. is holding on for
fourth place in the WCAC.
THE CHIEFS opened the
contest with a spread, open-
court offense and after a 4-4 tie,
S.U. moved out to control the
tempo of the game.
S.U. kept rolling in the first
half, leading by as much as 18
points, thus goinginto thelocker
room with a 38-22 bulge.
In the second half, the Chief-
tains moved out in front by as
much as 22 points, 46-24, with
15:46 to play. During this half,
USF employed a trap defense
but was still trailing, 56-40, 10
minutes into the second half.
AT6:25of the game,the Dons
slashed the Chiefs lead to six
behind some hot shooting by
Marlon Redmond, James Har-
dyand Winford Boynes.
The pressure was put on the
Dons by the Chiefs, forcing
numerous fouls. Jerome
Maultsby and Buck O'Brien
accepted the free throws and
converted them into a lead and
the 81-70 upset.
Maultsby was high man for
the Chiefs,getting 19 points. He
alsocashed in11-13 free throws,
9 in the second half.
THERE WERE five men in
double figures for S.U. Clint
Richardson, the league's top
scorer, poured in 18 points.
O'Brien got 17,Suther scored 12
and Reggie Green got 10 points
to round out scoring.
Marlon Redmond was high
man for USFas hepoured in 15
points, 13 in the second half.
James Cartwright and Boynes
each got 10, Allen Thompson
turned in 12 and Hardy popped
for 11.
"It was a great win for us,"
Coach Bill O'Conner said. "1
don't know if we could liavi
played any better than we did in
the first half."
The Chiefs now finish out its
season next week against St.
Mary's and Nevada-Reno.
K. O. Donohoe
Connolly Center...revisited
Ifyouarelooking for a laughin this week's column, there
are no jokes.
The problems of the Connolly P.E. Center are serious.
More and more complaints have been received, especially
about the serviceextended toitsmembers. It is about time for
all of these problems to be brought out in the open in simple
black and white.Ihope some action maybe initiated tomake
theConnolly Center safer and moreenjoyablefor itsmembers.
Here are the complaints against the center.
THEFIRST complaint is that the installation of the new
security system is unnecessary. Sure, there are some people
who might try to storm the front door, but if a vandal really
wants to get in,even a maximum securitysystem wouldn'tstop
him.
The new entrance location, closer to the front of the
building, makes it impossible for the attendant to watch the
two side emergency exits. This makes it easy to sneak in. An
alarm sounds when the doors are opened but the intruder is
gone by the time the undermanned staff can respond.
What is the purpose of spending an as yet undisclosed
amount of money to protect the front door when people are
now coming in through the side doors. This large ofa system
was a wastefor justap.e.complex. EvenSea-First doesn't have
elaborate security like ours.
SECONDLY, THE TOWELsituation hasn't gottenany
better since the last column Idevoted to this topic. Members,
studentsand faculty can stillbe heard screaming and kicking
that screen door demanding a towel. Many times there are no
attendants or towels available. Therefore, the sports
enthusiast is late for class. The use of old socks and tee-shirts
has become a common practice.
Thirdly, racketball is under similar pressure too. Sup-
posedly,a personcancallupatanytimeafter 8a.m.toreservea
court for that particular day. One facultymember called up at
8:06 a.m. to find thatall 20 racketball spaces were taken that
day for the hours between 4 and 7 that afternoon. It is a
physical impossibility thatall the court space could be filled in
6 minutes. Who has first choice in reserving courts?
FOURTHLY, THERE is a serious lack of first aid. A
center of this size must have a certain amount of first aid
available. Connolly Center has none. Essentially, when a
personhurts himself, all the centercanofferisa band-aidanda
sympatheticpat on the back. There areeven reports that band-
aids and pats are inshort supply.
It is very evident that Connolly Center is severely
understaffed and the needs of the members are not being
fulfilled. No one can enjoy the facilities when he/she is
constantly lookingfor a towel, gettingcrushed in the revolving
door with no first-aid around and getting gypped out of a
racketball court.
Some standards must be set at Connolly Center now.
Haveyoueverconsideredhow'Armyofficer"
wouldlookonyour jobapplication?
Many employers cangive employers, looking for demon-
you the answer.Because to fill strated leadership,rate "Army
HHBMajaBBHBUMB officer" abovemost other
Iqualifications.Or why career-
Iminded college students so
Ioften take Army ROTC.
|^^J ITwo-Year Program
rtjS^^ Ifor Sophomores
|P^^P*j|P College sophomores can
Kl Iapply for the special Two-Year
|fl H| ""*M IP"*"1"1"*ht now- You'llattenda six-week basiccamp
B^^^L ~-yl Iwith pay. Approximately$500.9 I Dowell and youcanJmA£ Iqualify for the Army ROTC
X^fl IAdvanced Course in thefall.IDo exceptionally well, and you
HDi^H Imaybe headingback to collegeHraHnfl Iwitn a two-year full tuitionHi HBH HHB scholarship.
responsible jobs, they oftenlook So, weighcarefully what
for college graduates who have youwant and then decide how
held responsiblepositions. "Army officer" would lookonyour
As anArmy officer,you will job application,
shoulder greater responsibilities
far earlier thanmost other college For moreinformation,
graduates — responsibilitiesfor Call or write:
men,money andmaterials. ftofeuor of Military Science
This means giving your SeattIe Univer$ity
absolute best and getting the Seattle, Washington 98122
peopleyou superviseor command Phone 626-57 75
togive theirs.
It'sno wonder that many A w% tUTK/ fJ/VTY"^ARMYKUIC
LEARNWHATITTAKESTOLEAD*
air and landing back on the
board. The best surface for
skateboarding is smooth, dry
asphalt with the degree of
steepness depending on the type
of boarding you want to do.
Brandes stressed that the most
important thing for a beginning
skateboarder to remember is to
learn how tofall. "Where youget
hurt is in falling incorrectly," he
explained, "just like skiing. The
secret to falling offa skateboard
is to tuck and roll,you don'tput
your hands out and slide."
SKATEBOARDING is be-
coming more popular as time
goes on, according to Brandes.
Professional competitions are
sponsored by skateboard com-
panies and a magazine con-
taining all the latest boarding
tricks and tips is now available.
"I push myself to the limit,"
Brandes said. "I'm alwaysstriv-
ing to be better and there are
always more tricks to learn." He
said skateboarding is "as
dangerous as you want tomake
it. It all depends on how much
daring you have. You have to
start out gradually and be
careful. Only careless people get
hurt."
Brandes said,"Althoughsome
peopleare takingitmore serious-
ly,alotofthem look downonme
for skateboarding, because they
think it's kid's stuff— especially
the people (in Bellarmine) who
polish the floors,"headded with
j} smile.
Bucky O'Brien, 6'l" junior
guard for S.U., was selected as
WCAC co-player of the week
last Monday. O'Brien was
honored for his twooutstanding
performances last weekend
against USF and Santa Clara.
O'Brien scored 34 points and
had 13 assists in the two games.
The three-year varsity letterman
had 17 points and five assists in
S.U.s upset victory over 17th-
ranked USF, 81-70 last Friday.
He also scored 17 points and
collected eight assists in the win
over Santa Clara, 80-74.
O'BRIEN is now second in
free throw shooting in the
WCA.C and fourth place in
assists.
He was chosen along with
Luther Philyaw of Loyola.
Philyaw scored 43 points in the
two Loyola victories over St.
Mary's and Nevada-Reno last
weekend.
It is the second time O'Brien
has beenchosen for theco-player
of the week award this season.
Last timeit wasalsoagainstUSF
and Santa Clara on the road.
by Teresa Wippel
On aclear day inSeattle,when
the streets on S.U.s campus are
dry,it isn'tsurprising toseeafew
people skateboarding their way
through the parking lot.
Most observers write these
enthusiasts off as crazy or
childish. But to skateboarder
Tom Brandes, it is a serious
sport.
Brandes, a sophomore from
Eugene, Ore., has been
skateboarding,orboarding ashe
calls it, since he was eight.
"I DID it because our whole
block did it,"heexplained, "but
it got away from the kid-type
gamesituation as Igot older.
"I use skateboarding for fun
and at the same time tohelpme
in sports," Brandes said. Theart
of skateboarding increases
balance, builds leg muscles,and
helps one's sense of timing, he
said.
Previously,a skateboard con-
sisted of a slab of wood onclay
wheels, which was very
dangerous, Brandes said. Most
boards now are made of
fiberglass with polyurethane
wheels which make them more
flexible and give the wheels a
greater amount of traction.
Lengthofaboard rangesfrom24
to 30 inches,andeach size isused
for adifferent typeofskateboar-
ding.
A 24-INCHboardis usedona
level surface at a lowerspeedfor
tricks and freestyle skateboar-
ding, similar to the short skisofa
freestyleskier.A30-inch boardis
the longest lengthand is used for
straight speed downhill. The
slalom skateboard is 27 inches
and is the length used by
Brandes.
"It's really close to skiing,"
Brandes said. "A skier going
down hill turns to control his
speed and a skateboarder does
the same thing. The better he
makeshis cut, theslowerhe'llgo
and the more control he will
gain."
The price of skateboarding is
relativelycheapincomparison to
other sports. "With skateboar-
ding," Brandes said, "all you
need is one initial investment,
and that's your board." Board
prices range from $15 to $50.
VARIED MOVES and tricks
can be performed on a
skateboard. Individuality is im-
portant as skateboarders often
create their own moves.
The ultimate trick, Brandes
says, is a handstand. Other
moves include a 360-degree and
180-degreeturnontheboardand
in the air, front and back
wheelies and jumps over
obstacles, such as a pole, which
entails jumping three feet in the
The team is coached by Mark
Frisby. Frisby is the head pro at
the Central Park tennis club.
Frisby's nettersarecoming off a
second place finish in the
WCAC.
The S.U.men's tennis team is
now into the swing of things
preparing for their upcoming
season. Their first match is
scheduled for the weekendof the
27th against the University of
Montana.
Tennis
The team possibly will com-
petein a 36-hole torunamentat
Tumwater this weekend.
"We are showing signs of
strength," said Coach Bill
Meyer."We havehadacouple of
goodperformances, but we have
quite a ways to go."
The team is moving into
another pre-season tournament
this week at Overtake Golf
Course. Monday, Rich Friend
turned in a 72, Lauer 73, Cook
75, Flynnand Mark both shot a
77. The tournament will con-
tinueTuesdayand finish Friday.
SOPHOMORE Dave Bogie
took fourth with a 309, Tim
Mark and Gene Cook tied for
fifth witha 316 total. Freshman
Tom Flynn scored a 318 and
sophomore Scott Fankhauser
319.
Senior Dick Sander led the
way, turning in a three under
par— 69 at Glendale,two 74's at
Sahalle and a twounderpar
—
70
again at Glendale for a total of
287. Rich Farrell was a close
second with a cumulative score
of 69, 76, 75, 75, for a total of
295. DougLauer turned in a 75,
73, 81,and75 for a 304 total. All
three top finishers are seniors.
The S.U.men'sgolf teamcom-
pleteda 72-hole tune-up tourna-
ment last week. The team is
tuning up for its first match
March 18, the WSU tournament,
at the tri cities.
Golf
Spring Sports
Baseball
The S.U. men's baseball team
opensplay Saturday,March 20,
at Ephrata. The team will be
competing in the Central
Washington Invitational there.
During that opening week, the
squad will playsixgamesin three
days.
The baseball teamcompetes in
the Nor-Pac leagueand will face
such teams as: Idaho, Gonzaga,
UPS, Portland State, Portland
University and Boise State. This
year's schedule has 37 games
slated for the Chiefs.
The team has been practicing
diligently three times a week at
the Connolly Center getting
ready for the season,according
to one team member.
THE TRAVELING squad
will consist of six players and
there will be eight on the team
itself. There are sevenplayers on
scholarships. They are: Seniors
Jim Hellems and Ray Weber
from Everett; junior Dave
Haglund from Everett;
sophomore Dave Maeser from
Mercer Island; freshmen Dave
Baumer from Dallas, Texas,
Dave Gerdardt from Edmonds,
and Toby Larson from Ferris
High School in Spokane. Mark
Rondeau from Sedro Woolley is
also in contention this year.
RETURNING lettermen on
the team are Bob Johnstone,
SteveJones,Mike McNaughton,
Ken Olson, Bim Prince, Dave
Koshelnik, Joe Santoro, Dana
Papasedero, Dwight Otto and
Charley Miller.
Other team members include
Jeff Pollard, Tim Gabutero,
Walt Gogen,Mike Gibson,Dan
Sijer, John Tsoukalas,Jim San-
toro, Mark Bishop and Mick
Venuzuela. A total of23 players
will be on this year's team.
"This year's team is fast and
young," Head Coach Frank
Papasederosaid. "We may only
start one senior this year."
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Skateboard fan
explains his sport
a field goal to sew the game up
for the Chiefs.
In the middle of the first half
Santa Clara took the lead,14-12,
and with 3:48 left were ahead 31-
23.
CLINT RICHARDSON (44) takes ball to the hoop.
S.U.s leadingscorer wasClint
Richardson, with 20 points,
followed by O'Brien and Suther
each with 17 and Green hitting
for eight. Hubbard scored 23
points to lead the Broncos.
S.U. Chiefs blitz Broncos
S.U.s Chieftains overcame an
11-pointdeficit in the second half
and went on to defeat the Bron-
cos of Santa Clara, 80-76, in
Saturday night's homecoming
game at the Arena.
The win lifted the Chieftains
West Coast Athletic Conference
record to5-5and kept the Chiefs
solidlyin fourth placein WCAC
standings.
SANTA CLARA increased
its half-time lead by four, from
40-33 to48-37,after fourminutes
in the second half, but were
outlastedby adetermined Chief-
tain press.
Four fieldgoals, in the formof
two 20-footers by Buck O'Brien
and Clint Richardson and two
baskets by Reggie Green follow-
inga Richardson passandasteal
by Jerome Maultsby, put the
score at 48-45 with 14:30 left.
For three minutes the Chiefs
kept pace with the Broncos but
didn't lead until O'Brien scored
following a steal with 9:15
remaining, putting S.U. on top,
59-58.
AFTER changing hands with
Santa Clara several times, S.U.
grabbed thelead forgood,71-70,
when O'Brien sank a shot from
25 feet. An O'Brien pass to
Richardson at the other end of
the court raised the S.U.margin
to three with 1:40 left. A couple
of free throws by Bronco Glenn
Hubbard shaved S.U.s lead to
one,but the Chieftains answered
with points by Richardson and
Maultsby. scoring twice on 1-1
free throws. Kevin Suther added
O'Brien
honored
Tom Brandes
THA T'S
JOSH
That's thething
torememberif
you're in afire and
theair'shard to
CRAWL!
breathe.Geton all
fours andcrawlout.
Goodairstaysnear
thefloor Smoke and
deadlygasesrise.It's
easy to forget thisat
such a frightening
moment.Sopromise
yourself that you'll
remember And
you'llcrawl out.
Alive.
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. . . ALL FRESHMEN WOMEN ARE INVITED TO A
SPURS"FUN"ACTIVITY from 7 to 9p.m.nextThursdayin
Chez Moi,Bellarmine hall. Plans for freshmen tappingwill be
explained at this session.
. . . THE FILM BERTHA WILL BE SHOWN ATNOON
TODAY in the A.A.Lemieux Library Auditorium.Themovie
deals with the rights of the mentally retarded, especially the
right of reproduction. Roger Blanchette, S.J., will lead a
discussion following the film. The event is sponsored by
Students for LIFE.
... A MANDATORY MEETING FOR ALL CLUB AND
ORGANIZATION PRESIDENTS planning activities for
springquarter is scheduled for 1 :30 p.m.nextThursday in the
Chieftain conference room.
. . . STUDENT VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED to teach
basic grammer,mathandspecialskills to fourthand fifth grade
students at Bagley ElementarySchool,7921 Stone Aye.N.Call
Sandy Dodge,789-2361.
... A $400 SCHOLARSHIP IS AVAILABLE to juniors,
seniorsor graduate studentsmajoring in history,educationor
English.The stateassociationof the Daughtersof the Pioneers
of Washington offer the money to a descendant of a pioneer
who lived inWashington,Oregon,Idaho or Montana prior to
1870, 1853, or 1863 respectively.
Applications are available from Mrs. Henry G. Edler,
Adm. Memorial Scholarship Fund, 316 Chocker St. S.E. #7,
Olympia, Wash. 98503. They are due April 15.
. . . OFFICE OF MINORITY STUDENT AFFAIRS
NEEDS TUTORS in all subjects. Contact Bruce Wilson or
Darlene McHenry,626-6226.
. . . S.U. STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR WORK-STUDY
ARE NEEDED for on-site training ineducationas a teacher
assistant at the S.U. child-care center. Students must have
some free hours between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. daily. Those
interested should call Karen Clark or John Wrobleski, 626-
5394.
. . . STUDENT DIRECTORIES are still available in the
ASSU offices and the Bookstore. Cost is $1.
... A FREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURE ON
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION is set for 8 p.m.
Wednesday at 912 15th Aye. E. All students, faculty and staff
are invited.
...REEL-TO-REELMUSIC ANDREFRESHMENTS are
on tap from9p.m. to 1a.m. Friday inupperChieftain.Money
raisedfrom theget-together willbeused topay for road tripsby
the S.U. baseball team. Admission is $1.50 for individuals,$2
for couples.
...COMPLIMENTARY TICKETSTOSEATTLEREPER-
TORY THEATRE PERFORMANCES will be distributed
from 1 1a.m. to 3 p.m. today from Rep'sticket vanparkednear
the L.A. building.
... A BLOOD DRIVE WILL BE SPONSORED FROM 9
A.M. TO3 P.M. TODAY in the upper Chieftain. The service
project is sponsored by A Phi O's and Swans.
. .. ALL PERSONS WHO GRADUATED FROM GAR-
FIELDHIGHSCHOOL from 1922through 1976are urged to
contact the Alumni Association. An attempt is beingmade to
establish a directory of all Garfield graduates. Graduates
should- call 524-6556, 322-241 1, 725-8734 or 725-8392 in the
evenings. Plans are being made to hold an all-class reunion
next fall.
. . . WRITERS CLUB WILL MEET FROM 7-9 P.M.
MONDAY at the home of one of the club members. Dinner
and written works are on the agenda. Transportation will be
provided at 6:30 p.m. from Bellarmine Hall. Call Kenneth
MacLean, English department, 626-6647, for more informa-
tion.
. . . MARY SWENSON, L. W. BENDER 111 AND
RICHARDCRUCIOLIwillprovide easylisteningmusic from
8-11 p.m. Sunday at Tabard Inn. Admission is free and
refreshments will be served for 25 cents a cup.
. . . PRE-MEDSTUDENTSAND THOSEINTERESTED
IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES: Alpha Epsilon Delta will
have a potluck dinner at 6 p.m. March 2 in Chez Moi,
Bellarmine hall. Guest-speaker will be John Lincoln,M.D.,
director of the residencyprogramat the family medical center
of U.W. Those planning to attend must sign up on the roster
posted on Dr. David Read's door, Barman 612, by 5 p.m.
tomorrow.
. . . JOSH!! Pigott auditorium. . .Noon. . . Wednesday. . .Free!!! . . . Come and see...
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What's Happing?
